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^   " Mean soundings are present*! for the typhoon eye and storm circulation, 
based principally  en dropsonda data taken by r-ocnusisr sines  aircraft flying 
at the TOQ-aillibar level*    The vertical distributioa of temperature and 
moisture shown by these soundiags, and visual observations wade  la the eye* 
ara used as a basis  for a qualitative discussion of tha pattern of vertical 
mction in tha eye„ 

latro jotien 

Tha surface taarcratui-s-i-iss aososapeaying tha arrival of tha cala esnter 
of a tropioal  cyclone is  occasionally quite marked.,    Outstanding examples of 
this phenomenon have been s±SOUS**»d  by Depperm&as  (193*?) and Tannahill  (1943)* 
In resent years,  radiosonde  liig/it? aad*  into  the  eye  of nurri-ases froa 
coastal stations in tha United States  (ef» Simpson, 194?* Riehl, 1948) have 
shorn tha eye, at upper levels, to be warmer than tha e-lside stors-aires latins* 

Recently, U» S» Air Force typhoea-re&oanaissance aircraft have been 
Baking routine dropvonde observations  into trie ayes  t»f typhoons*    Some Aspects 
of eye structure. base4 on the analysis of typhoon soundings taken in tha 
weiiara Pacific during 1951, will be presented below.    Since most of tha soundings 
were aad* from aircraft flying at the ?OC~»b level, the discussion is necessarily 
limited to th*> low-level portion of tha eye. 

Qctorvmtional aaterial 

411 available dropsoade and aircraft- sourdines eade  in t-e ayes and in 
the stora eiro»l«t=ioss  of typhoons of tha 1351 season have bean used in this 
study*    A. total  of 45 soundings was used;  nine of these were made by the 
aircraft  in ascent   or  dsjoent.    Thirty-five of tha soundings were tad*  in 
typhoon eyes, and  ten in stora circulations fro* 100 to 4O0 km fres tha 
typhoon center.    The sounding* were taken in eight typhoons, located over a 
larwa expanse of the western rncifia b*tw*«n AO**I *-MI S^S',  9sA 145°1 *x-A 
115*8*    There were seurdiags Esde  is every asentk £. m *iui.y to December*    Tha 
eentrel pressure of the typhoons ragged froa 500 to 995 ab, 

There is little oh&nce   -hat any of the sy« soundings  left  chs eys before 
reaching tha surfa.ee>    The flight le-rel was  usually near  700 ab, and  In all 
sa-.es the aye disaster was  in excess of 10 ai at the tiaa of the dropsonda 
VneerwsticA.    These typhoons movad three miles* at the meet, daring the tsa 
&L3&t*«  ^r less  taken "by -tiie drep£S£.de  ssscsst» 

Tha is3tF"«a#eta;  diffiO-uitiae involved in asking both the dropsonda and 
aircraft observation* ar* greevs    Error** are undoubtedly frequent,    Consequently, 



for the nost pet, the data nt-rs b»«n oemtined late —1 soundings*    Ths 
aigiifioenoe of the soapo-ite soundings  il not nearly so dependent upon the 
accuracy of ths •Miunatnu, proTidsd the srrors ire random. 

It ant  been possible t«> aajce qualitative ohooks on ths reliability oi 
the reported temperatures and the resmlti&g lspcs-ratea.    fbeee include ths 
i»letively soostsnt temperature of ths ocean, th« well-known aoi et'-ediebetlo 
lapss rats in th« reln.ar^a of ths stora which extends upward from ths elocd 
bases, SBM tha dry-e<liabatie-  l*j>«.e rats in ths sub-cloud layer*    Ths only oheok 
for  ths aslstur* -u*  ths  rslstion between ths aagnituds of ths temperature- 
dew-point difference and ths degree of stability usually observed in ths 
presence of vertical motion, !>•••• saturation with anet-ediabetlo lapss ratss 
and larga dew-point sproads with great stability.    On the be* is of thes* 
shacks it appears that  (a) thare «•»** no aystematle srrors in ths tsapsrsturs 
asaauraaaat of ths dropeonde,  (b)  thara wara aaall  systematic  errora  in ths 
temperature) asssursaant made by tha aircraft, and (o) thsro was soao arldsnos 
that aystaaatio srrors any hava bsan prat ant in tha daw-point asasurensnt. 
par-tiaularly  in thoas measured by tha aircraft. 

Tha aircraft temperature*  s-sesured in ths atom circulation*  i.a.,  out- 
aids ths ays, appear to ba too low.    This was apparsnt on a larga proportion 
of ths souadlnga, ainca tha uppermost observation in ths dropsonds rsport— 
aads at ths flight level by tha aircraft ir.atruasnti—introduoad an appraoiabla 
ahangs in ths laps*, rats,    Thsss low taaparaturaa rsportsd by ths aircraft 
in tha stem circulation as? bars r«suited iron tha larga aaounts of liquid 
watsr which arc undoubtedly encountered.    Liquid water, alnoo it is lncoaprssaibls, 
rsduoaa ths adiabatlc heating wnlch takes place about the tharao&sntsrs and 
tltslr housing,    lo aesns ars available to compensate for ths effeot of tne 
water, and It sppeare that the application of a full adiabatio oorraotion  in 
«iioh cases has rwaultad in teaparatures whloh are too low. perhaps by as much 
as i° tc S°C,    Liquid water colder thaa the air and the effect of evaporetior 
a ay eiso hare contributed to lower dry-bulb readings.    Errors Bade at the 
flight leral haws no effect on the temperatures measured by the dropaonde, 
sicca all ohsaking and adjustment   of the dropsonde inatruaent is aade on the 
ground prior tc the flight; 

The aircraft teaperawe-a*a*ureiMtits =«de In the eye appear  to be consistent 
with the dropeonde  tamperature-aeaeureacents. 

Ths aircraft dew-pcints in the  eye appear to be too high in aany cases. 
Dry air was rarely reported at the flight lore?.    Saturation was   often rsportsd, 
a ran trough the f ir*t.  drapsende  level below ths siroraft showed a dew-point 
apread in excess cf 5°C*    Conversely,  the aircraft  dew-prints  in the stora 
circulation appear  low in view of the observed lapse-rate, which approximated 
the moist adiuoatic  in most cases. 

The drepeende moisture-measurement  Is also open to aoae doubt.    In 
parti-alar,  tne re were eye soutdinge whien reported  saturation at  all Zevela 
when the  lapse rate was more stable than tha moist adiabatio. 

Mean soundings  for the eye  ana  >tnn» olrou~«.t ion 

aUl available  • ••mndin.-s have been used  :a computing scan aoundLags  fo; 
the eye  (flz»  l) and tha  store  (fig.  2).    The  individual   soundings were plotted, 
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praasura-haight carves were drawnt and the temperature and de* 
end avera?;«--3 at 0.5-k& lnt&rs;ai$ from the aurfa.se upward* It 
to use height ratner than pressure as tne vertical coordinate! 

point tabulated 
has been, neoessary 

•,. since the surface 
pressure varied over such a large range. For example, the 550-mb height yarisd 

?t adiabats oaa 
raluea of 

and 2 have 
iraturas of the 

Ttosi  1600 to 4600 ft in the eyes of the various storms e Moi!^ 
b« entered on tessperaturo-^height diagrams only for particular 
pressure and temperature. The moist adisbats entered on figs. 
been computed with use of the mean surface pressures and tempei 
eye and storm-oirculation soundings as beginning points. 

The lapse rate in the eye is apnraeiahiy more stable +.haa the moist 
adiabatio above the 0.5-km level (fig* l)j whil* in the atom the lapse 
rate ia slightly greater than the moist adiabatic (fige 2). If the moist 
adiabat shows In fig. 2 could have been computed beginning at the mean 
haight of tha cloud bases, the storm circulation sounding would have shown less 
departure from moist-ediabatio conditions * 

The mean sounding for the ey* and the storm circulation and the mean. 
hurr?cane-scunding computed by Sahee-ht (1946) are compared in fig. 3* Tha 
greater atability and the warmer temperatures in the eye, in eomparison with 
those of the storm circulation, are quits evident. The parallelism between 
the mean storm sounding and Schacht's mean soundisg is quite marked* 
Apparently the warmer temperatures over the Pacific at all levels result from 
the fact that mean ocea.n~t«mperatures are warmer in the Pacific than in tha 
Caribbean* 

Tha tabulations of the mean storm-oi-roulation ar-d eye temperatures * and 
thair range and mean deviation at Q35-km intervals, ara shown in table 1* 

Table 1. Mean, range and mean deviation of temperature at 0„6-b& height 
intervals in the typhoon aya 

and storm circulation* 

Elevation temperature Range 
Mean 

leviation 

Eye 
Surface £5.70 24--29C 
0*5 km 25.9 22-23 
1.0 22.4 18-29 
1.5 21.1 18-28 
2.0 1S.S 16-26 
2.5 16.3 14-25 

Storm circulation. 

Surfaoa 2S.7C 24-2SC 
0.5 km i'4.0 23-26 
1.0 21.1 20-22 
1.5 19.0 18-21 
2,0 16.6 16-19 
2.c 13.8 12-16 
S*0 10. T 05-13 

loOC 
0.8 
1.7 
1.9 
2.1 
2.1 

1.0C 
0.6 
G.7 
0*8 
0.8 
1.0 



Xh* smeilsr range and seen deviation above 1 lop in "the A turn circulation, in 
comparison *i.th the eye* indicate a greater homogeneity of the air outs id* the 
oye» It is also noteworthy that the eurfeee-temperature range and mean 
deviation are the sea* is ta* storm circulation and in the eye. 

Mean moisture 

The dew-point curves of figs. 1 aatd 2 are very difficult to interpret. 
First, the dew point* in the eye not only appear high in relation to the 
stable lapse-rate, hut are even higher at most lersls than those of the 
• tors circulation. Secondly, the mean atom-circulation dew-points depart 
appreciably tram  saturation* despite a nearly moist-ediabatie lapse rate. 

The individual soundings taken in the eye were for the moat part either 
very dry or nearly saturated, with very few of the dew-point curves bearing 
any resemblance to the mean curve. These eye soundings may be accounted for 
by the feet that soattered to broken stretoovaat&us or ousulut, with tops to 
e0OC~S000 ft, were usually reported in the eye. The differenoe between the 
moist sad dry soundings may have been largely determined by whether the dropsonde 
descended in a cloudor in the clear spaces between clouds. On indiridual 
soundings, the variations of lapse rate and dew point were, in general, in 
the right sense, with f*$i lowest dew-points shown in the most stable aoundings 
and the highest dew-points when the lapse rate approached the moist adiabatio. 
The acceptance of the. high dew-points in the eye, in the mesn, requires an 
eye structure at low levels quits different from that o.dinarily assumed. 
However, on the basis of cloudiness in the eyer discussed below, it appears 
that lateral sizing across the eye boundary is ordinarily active and that 
a well-defined eye boundary is seldom found. Even in the presence of lateral 
tiixing, lowering of the d«»* point in the eye should be observed, particularly 
at upper levels. This difficulty .3an be resolved by rejecting the storm- 
cireulatioB dew-points shown by fig. 2 and by assuming saturation in the 
storm, so that the dew points would be given closely by the temperature 
crurve« The storm-circulation dtfar-poists are rejected in favor of the eye 
dew-points because six of the ten a-randings in the stora oireulation were 
made by aircraft and because of tiheir large departure frota saturation. 

Mye sounding of 15 August 

there vraa aniy one eye d*-opsonde-ob*ervation available whioh extended 
moon above the 700-mb level. The observation was made at 0200 QCT 16 August, 
in the eye of a •cyphooR located at approximately 20°H, 136°E. This sound- 
tag (fig. 4), taksn^about the time the storm reached its lowest reported 
rreeaure of 900 mfc

4-, *ho*s * remarkably wars teatperatur* of 15°C at the 600- 
ab level. The surface temperature, the iow-lev«l Iap?s rat* and moisture, 
and the correlation between dew-point spread and l&pie rate ail appear quite 
1**,* enable. The eye was reported to have been filled with stratoeumulua 
with tops to 6000 ft, and clear above* This la on* of the few oases during 
1961 in which middle and high oiouda were reported to have been completely 

*•  There is no a priori reR*on £zr  queatiocing the accuracy of this 
central pressure. Other dropssndes, taken august 14, is and IS, reported 
surface pressures of §22, 908 and 925 mb» respectively. 
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abs«zrt from the eye. 

Star-ting with this warm temperature and low height at 500 mb, ona might 
ask if th» etruotur* of the upper troposphere oo-id be consistent with the 
following conditions!  (a) -chat a nearly dry~ediabatic lapse rate exists 
for some distance above the 500-mb level, so that the 500-mb temperature could 
be accounted for by dry-adiabatic descent; and (b) that the cyclonio 
nir«ulation of the typhoon disappears in the upper troposphere as, in general * 
all available evidence indicatas. A caisuiatios wi;h use of upper-air data 
taken on 14 and 15 August at Guam, located about 1C00 km southeast of the 
storm center, was oarried out by assuming the 100-mb height over the storm 
center to be the same as that at Guam. Using the Guam iOO-sab height of 
54,500 ft and the measured 500-mb height of 16,900 ft in the eye, on.9  finds 
the resulting lapse-rate to have been fairly close to the dry adiabatio, 
^bout 8°C per 10O0 mj the 500-100-jab mean temperature was about -31°C» and 
the 100-eb temperature was in the vicinity of -75°C. The 500-mb temperature 
ahown by fig. 4 would have required dry-adiabatio descent from about the 
200-ab level. 3inee this sosputatiaa has given reasonable values, ne reason 
is seen for discrediting the 600-mb eye temperature of 16°Cc 

Visual aspects of the typhoon eye 

The flight weather-reports mad© from the eye ana the post-flight 
•umiu&ries usually give a verbal account of weather conditions encountered 
in the eye. These reports usually give the size and shape of the eye,2 
the amount and type of cloudiness, and occasionally additional information 
such as 'the state of the sea, turbulence, etoe These reports are not 
particularly amenable to statistical evaluation* since the same items are 
not always reported and since the inclination is always toward reporting 
the ususuai phenomena* However* estimates of the site of the eye and 
descriptions of cloudiness were made with sufficient regularity that these 
data are summarised in the following paragraphs. 

The cloud observations taken during 20 typhoon—lays have been 
summarised. Two or more observations were made on some of the days. 
So observations made during these ?0  days showed the eye clear of 
clouds at the lower level.*• Cumulus or stratocumulus, with tops to 
6000-8000 ft, were usually reported. The eye was reported completely 
clear above the flight level on only four out of the SO days. An 
upper overcast w&3 reported on 13 dayaj eight of the overcasts were of 
middle, and five were of high sleds. The middle-oloud overcasts 
were usually thip aitostratus at heights of 10,000-14,000 ft. The 
eye boundary was rarely reported as a well-delineatea wall of clouda 
The ragged and ill-defined eve boundaries which were often reported 
are taken as "vidence for mixing across the eye boundary. 

Tne reported else of the" eye diameter, shown by 46 individual 
report*, vari-su *. gei ? to ?5 mi „ The frequency distribution of the 

K. 

2 
Throughout  this  3s-3ticn,.   6a* eye is  assumad to be that  indicated 

y the clouds.    It has been pointed out by Mr. Robert C. Gentry. U. S. 
Weather Bureaus  that often the cloud eye is not coincident with the 
•sini *ye» 



*y# diaoetera is shown in the following tabulation* 

Miles Cases 

Less than 15 5 
16-19 4 
20-24 5 
24-29 5 
30-54 7 
36-39 5 
40-44 9 
46 end over S 

Th*s« date are «ugj«7iiat- biae*d, sine* there war* sore reports on some 
days ana during sose typhoons than others. There were fire reports whioh 
stated that the eye was markedly non-circular„  In all these oases, the 
major azis was at least -40 mi. 

It is undoubtedly difficult to delineate the extent of the eye and 
to estimate the eye diameter accurately.^ Furthermore, the eye is continually 
undergoing change** in shape and Rise. Reports made a few hours apart often 
showed variations of the eye diameter of 10-20 mi, particularly when the 
eye was large* Ho consistent pattern in the eye sice as a function of 
the life cycle sf the storm oould be detectede For example, one typhoon, 
12-17 August, maintained a fairly constant eye-diameter of 30-50 mil 
anotner, 27-31 July, showed a progressive increase from 10 to 50 mij and 
another, 27-29 October, showed a decrease from 30 to 10 ml. A scatter 
diagram of central pressure versu» eye diameter (fig. 5) indicates that 
no good correlation exists between these parameters * However, some 
slight tendency is shown for the larger eye-diameters to be associated 
with the lowest oentral pressures. This is in agreement with the con- 
clusion* of Dunn (1951) in regard to hurricanes. 

Conclusions 

The data presented above are in agreement with the typhoon -od»l 
advanced by Bishl (1951). the most complete one yet presented. However* 
the value of these reconnaissance data in testing this model has been 
greatly limited by the fact that, for the most part, they extend only 
to the 700-mb level* The aseist-adiabatic lapse rate in the storm 
circulation, resulting from the adiabatio assent of the air, and the 
stable lapse-rate in the eye, resulting from saUeidence, both required 
by the model.of Riehl, are substantiated (figs. 1 and 2). This model 
which deals with the larger-scale features, could not urn  expected to 
account for sense of the small«r-seale features of the typhoon eye 
shown by this study. 

The descending motion in the eye apparently does not extend to the 
surface^ but often as low as 1 km. This conclusion is suggested by the 
height of the stable layer of individual soundings, and by the increase 
of the range and mean deviation of the temperature and potential temperature 

It could not be determined from th* reports to what extent aircraft 
radar was used in -arriving at the eye die^ater. 
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betwgten 0.5 au.d 1.0 km (tables 1 and 2), Inspection of soundings shew»«| that 

Table 2. Mstn, renge and mean deviation cf pctsntial 
temperature at G-5-km intervale in the 

typhoon eye» 

Potential Mean 
E3.ev*t-ion temperature Range deviation 

Surface 302.7K 1 Or* 2.6C 
0.5 km 305.7 2.7 
1.0 309.2 14 3.5 
1.5 312.8 18 3.6 
2.0 316.8 20 3.6 
2.6 319.6 20 3.8 

the base of the stable eye-layer was generally lower in the deeper storms. 
This correlation between the height of the base of the stable eye-leyer 
and the central pressure of the storm is shown by fig* 6. In the preparation 
of this figure,  heights of the stable layer have been averaged for 20-mb 
intervals of the central pressure* i.e., a mean height was determined 
for all storms with central pressures between 900 and 919 mb, 9<0 and 
939 mb, eto. 

Ho oases cf marked eurfaae temperature-riae, suon as tnese presented 
by Deppermasn and Tannehlll, were noted. However, these surface temperature- 
rises i, all of irtiich occurred over land, pres-imably oould have resulted 
from the extension of the descending motion to the surface. Conditions 
favorable for the breakdown cf the shielding layer, which separates the 
descending air from the surface, would include insolational heating ever 
land and down-elope motion due to orography. The importance of these 
factors in explaining the observed high temperature;, has, been stressed 
by Depperaann (1937). 

Presumably, the vertical motiom in the cloud areas of the eye is 
upward, but alternates with descending motion in the wlear areas be-fcween 
eiouO.s. This patter-i of vertical mixing would imply large variations 
in the temperature and potential temperature, associated with changes 
in sign of the vertical motion. The range and mean diviation of the 
temperature aud potential temperature in the 1.0- to 2.5-km region were 
found to be quits large (tables 1 and 2). 

The soundings mad  the visual data suggest the following pattern of 
vertical motion for the eye»  (a) subsidence in the upper regions, 
extending through a large portion of the troposphere and down to perhaps 
500-700 ab, (b) a son* often extending nearly to the surface from thie 
upper level in which vertical and lateral mixing takes place between 
th» dry subsiding air and the moist air brought upward sad inward from 
the store, and (e) a shallow moist sub-cloud layer near the furface 
where the vertical mixing ia suppressed. The fact that the «urfa«e air 
in th» eye and the at&ra oirswlation is so homogeneous suggests that a 
net inflow cf sir prebably takes place across the »y» boundary near the 
surface, and tr»at the net vertical motion la the sub<-eloud layer is upward. 



la this scheme, the outward mixing aoreae the eye boundary, required frew 
continuity oonsiooratians, would take piece principally in the mixing layer. 

It is difficult to estimate the aagoitude of the lateral mixing required 
for the transfer of adequate moisture into the eye. If thie mixing transfers 
only a negligible amount of angular momentum Into the eye; suoh that it can 
be dissipated by weak pressure and frictions! f»r—ta  th* suggested circulation 
sehesee appears to be phyioally realistic* If, on the other hand, it ean be 
shown that in accomplishing the moisture transfer into the eye an appreciable 
amount of angular momentum is added to the air inside the eye, this circulation 
soheme would appear doubtful. Since this question cannot be answered either 
way, it might be asked whether other mechanisms which avoid lateral mixing 
across the eye boundary could be advanced to account for the large amount of 
the moisture in the eye. 

At least two alternative hypotheses whioh avoid lateral mixing could be 
proposed* but neither of thees appear acceptable. First, it could be postulated 
that the cloudiness can be ^plained by introducing a shallow slope to the 
eye boundary, such that the surface eye is very small in comparison with 
the eye observed at the flight level. In fact, it might be postulated that 
the eye need not extend to the surface at all times. The clouds oould be 
placed below the eye boundary in the storm circulation. However, there is 
no evidenoe that the eye size reported by ships and land stations is 
markedly leas than that reported by the reconnaissar.ee airoraft.  In a few 
oases, the aircraft descended through the low clouds in the eye for soundings* 
These reports make no aeution of narrowing of the eye or marked changes in 
the vir.d below the clouds. Secondly, a steady state condition for the eye 
could be postulated, in which the same air remains in the eye and the clouds 
are maintained in quasi-equilibrium in the layer below the stable region 
by the continual slow transport of water vapor upward from th* ocean by 
turbulence and diffusion. This model would require that the air in the 
sub-oloud layer of the eye have a resultant velooity equal to that of the 
storm. The literature gives no evidence that the wind velocity in the eye 
•hows eay persistent direotion. Furthermore, it is difficult to accept 
the eye in suon a simple state, in view of tne high wi&d»spe«ds and strong 
turbulenoe about the eye and the highly agitated state of the soa. 

These hypotheses ars rejected, and the model advanced for the eye, based 
principally upon therac-dynamic considerations, oen aocount for the eye moist- 
tur* by lateral i&lxlng.  In such a model, the problem cf the momentum transfer 
into the eye remains an open question. This scheme differ* from those previ- 
ously advanced principally in the degree of exchange between the eye and 
storm circulation, and the -variable extent cf the descending motion in the 
eye. 
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Fig. 1.    Curve* of a»an tawperatura 
T and dea point fg TB. height for ay* 
Of typhoon*    >£ and  7^ are dry- and 
KSisi-adiabatis lapse rates,  respectively,. 

Fig, 2.    Saee as fig. 2, for stars 
circulation of typhoon. 

Fig* 3«    Cunrea  -f wan t<Mperst*r© TS. 
height for eya  (solid) and for stcra cir 
eolation (dashed),  an;! Sehaoht's musan hairi* 
can* tefsperaiure-surv©  (daatwlotted). 

Fig. li.   f aphigraa plot sf drep-- 
soade observation mad? at 0200 OCf 
1< Angus- 17SI into ays of typhoon 
n*ar 20«K, 236«B. 
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Fig* $*    Flat e£ indir1.daaJ ywperts *f 
eya disaster TS» sKtvsl pressure of typhoon. 

l^Ls-- 6. M4M**P   OX . .„_ 6-    i&a& fe-i^it oi „_„ „„ 
stable aye-Xayar vs. central pressure 
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